HI, EVERYBODY!

MY NAME IS BEANY,
AND I'D LIKE TO HAVE YOU MEET SOME FRIENDS OF MINE.... JUST IN CASE YOU DON'T ALREADY KNOW THEM.

FIRST OF ALL, I'M SURE YOU'LL BE PLEASED TO MEET MY VERY EXTRA SPECIAL PAL,
CECIL,
THE SEASICK SEA SERPENT!

LIKEWISE, I'M SURE!

AND THIS, OF COURSE, IS MY UNCLE CAPTAIN, ALSO KNOWN AS CAPTAIN HUFFENPUFF!

(AHEM)... THAT'S ME ALL OVER...(AHEM!!)
A GENU-WINE TELEGRAM! AND IT'S FROM WASHINGTON! GOLL-EE! IT... IT MIGHT EVEN BE FROM THE PRESIDENT!

WELL, QUIT STALLIN', BEANY-BOY! OPEN IT UP AN' LET'S SEE WHAT IT SAYS!

WE CAN'T OPEN IT UP, CECIL! THIS TELEGRAM IS ADDRESSED TO PROFESSOR X!

WELL-LL, JEST SNEAK A LITTLE PEEK, BOY. SNEAK A LITTLE PEEK!

I'M IN-TREEGED, THAT'S WHAT I AM! IN-TREEGED!

NOPE! YOU WAIT OUT HERE, CEEPS! I GOTA TAKE THIS RIGHT IN TO THE PROFESSOR!

WHAT THE HECK! MAKES A GUY SORE! DON'T TELL A FELLA NUTHIN' AROUND HERE!

JUST THINK, CEEPS! MAYBE THE GOVERNMENT WANTS PROFESSOR X TO GO ON ANOTHER PRIVATE, SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL MISSION! MAYBE HE'LL EVEN TAKE US ALONG! GOLL-EE!
Run along, Beany-Boy! The Professor and I have big things to discuss.

But Uncle Captain...!

Well, what is it? Speak up, boy... I'm a busy man!

This telegram just came!

It's for the Professor! And it's from the government!

The government? Why didn't you say so in the first place, Beany? Here, give it to me, quick!

Non! Non! Be-an-ee weel geev eet to zee world's greatest scienteest... me, myself!

Gosh! Hurry an' open it!

Better scoot out of here, Beany! This government stuff is for adults only!

Mmmm! Thees ees verree eemportant!

What's the score, Beany-Boy? The president wanna consult me on some ticklish problem?

Gosh! It must be important!

Or, did the secretary in charge of seasick sea serpents request an interview with yours truly?

Maybe we are goin' on another adventure! Maybe we're goin' back to the schmoon or up on the square planet again!

Let's get goin', Professor! This deal calls for action!

Aw, cees, it's nothin' like that!
WHAT'S UP, UNCLE CAPTAIN? WHAT'S GOING ON?
ER... WE WOULDN'T WANT THIS TO LEAK OUT, BOY!
TOP SECRET STUFF, Y'KNOW! DON'T THINK I'D EVEN TELL YOU IF YOU DIDN'T HAVE AN HONEST FACE!
YEAH, BUT WHAT IS IT, UNCLE CAPTAIN?

BEANY-BOY, WE ARE GOING TO HIYA-HIYA ISLAND TO GET... A SQUEET!
A SQUEET, HUH? DO TELL! DO TELL!
YUP! THE GOVERNMENT IS SERIOUSLY IN NEED OF A SQUEET, AND IT'S UP TO US TO BRING ONE BACK!

COME, MON CAPTAIN! WE MUST GO GET ZEE BOAT READY AND BUY SUPPLIES FOR ZEE EXPEDEE-SHION!
CAPTAIN HORSTIO HUFFENPUFF AT YOUR SERVICE! SEE YOU AROUND, BOY!
There go a coupla good kids!
A SQUEET! GOLL-EE! We're goin' to hiya-hiya island for a SQUEET!

HOT-DIGGITY-DAWS! ALWAYS WANTED ONE O' THEM THINGS! WHAT'S A HOME WITHOUT A SQUEET? I ALWAYS SAY!
Hey, wait a minute! What the heck is a SQUEET?
Yeah... and why would the government be excited about gettin' one?
But as Beany and Cecil wonder...

Heh! Heh! Heh! Don't know what a SQUEET is, eh?

Dishonest John!

Not only that, but it so happens that I know what a SQUEET is!

Lemme see, is it animal, vegetable or mineral?

Heh! Heh! I'm not in the habit of divulging secret information to minors or sea serpents!

But D.J.,

So! They're going on a SQUEET-HUNT, eh?

If I could cross them up with one of my more contemptible tricks... If I could get my hands on a SQUEET...

I'd never have to do an honest day's chiseling again! Hmmm! Must figure out some way to get aboard and crum up this expedition!

Gosh, cees! Ol' D.J. looks like he's hatchin' one of his mean ideas!

Don't worry, Beany ole pal, ole pal! I'll protect ya! Diggety-dawg! Can't wait ta get started!
SEVERAL DAYS LATER, WE FIND THE GOOD SHIP "LEAKIN' LENA" WELL ON ITS WAY...

CEE'S! OH, CEE'S! YOO-HOO!

OH-HH... IT'S GOT A BEAT THAT'S NEAT, AN' IT'S REALLY AW REET...

BEEP-BOP-BOODY IT'S THE SONG O' THE SQUEET!

HEY CEE'S, YOU'VE BEEN SWIMMIN' ALONGSIDE THIS BOAT EVER SINCE WE LEFT FOR HIYA-HIYA ISLAND!

WOULDN'T YA RATHER COME UP ON THE BOAT? WOULDN'T YA, HUH, CEE'S?

WOULDN'T YA RATHER COME UP ON THE BOAT? WOULDN'T YA, HUH, CEE'S?

GOLL-EH, THAT'S A SWELL SONG, CEE'S! BUT UNCLE CAPTAIN AND THE PROFESSOR STILL HAVEN'T EVEN TOLD US WHAT A SQUEET IS!

WONDER IF IT'S AS BIG AN' UGLY AN' IGNORANT AS ME?

YEAH! YEAH! GUESS YOU'RE RIGHT! NUTHIN' COULD BE THAT UGLY AN' IGNORANT!

WELL LET'S NOT GET HUFFY ABOUT IT, BOY!

YEAH! YEAH! GUESS YOU'RE RIGHT! NUTHIN' COULD BE THAT UGLY AN' IGNORANT!

HEH! HEH! HEH! THAT'S WHAT I SAID!

BUT I DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING! HONEST I DIDN'T, CEE'S!
YOU DIDN'T SAY NOTHIN' AN' I DIDN'T SAY NOTHIN'! HMM! THIS IS THOUGHT-PROVOKIN', BOY! THIS TAKES BRAINS!

THAT LEAVES YOU OUT, CEMENT-HEAD!

WHO'S THAT THERE?

IT... SOUNDS LIKE IT'S COMIN' FROM THIS LIFE-BOAT, Cees!

D.J. IT'S YOU AGAIN!

YOU WERE EXPECTING MAYBE SANTA CLAUS?

DON'T BE CONCERNED, LITTLE ONE! I, D.J., HAVE COME ALODES TO GIVE YOUR UNCLE THE BENEFIT OF MY (AHEM), SQUEET-HUNTING KNOWLEDGE!

GEE-WHIZZ! YOU MEAN YOU WANNA BE FRIENDS WITH UNCLE CAPTAIN?

D.J.: IT'S YOU AGAIN!

YOU WERE EXPECTING MAYBE SANTA CLAUS?

DON'T BE CONCERNED, LITTLE ONE! I, D.J., HAVE COME ALODES TO GIVE YOUR UNCLE THE BENEFIT OF MY (AHEM), SQUEET-HUNTING KNOWLEDGE!

GEE-WHIZZ! YOU MEAN YOU WANNA BE FRIENDS WITH UNCLE CAPTAIN?

SOMETHING TELLS ME HE AIN'T IN CHARACTER, BOY!

SUSPICIOUS PEASANTS!

HE'S GETTIN' READY TO PULL A FAST ONE!

I BETTER GO TELL UNCLE CAPTAIN D.J. IS ABOARD, huh, cees?

YEAH, TIP HIM OFF, BEANY-BOY! TIP HIM OFF!

DON'T TRUST ME, EH? HEH! HEH!

I'LL PLAY ALONG UNTIL WE GET TO HI-YA-HIYA ISLAND. THEN I'LL MANEUVER TO GET THEIR SQUEET... AND THIS BOAT, too! HEH! HEH!

GOLL-EE! WAIT'LL UNCLE CAPTAIN FINDS OUT WE GOT A DANGEROUS STOWAWAY! GEE-EE!
HA-SO! BEANY-BOY FIND HONORABLE CAPTAIN IN GALLEY!

THANKS. WONG! GOSH! I BETTER HURRY!

UNCLE CAPTAIN! LISTEN, I SAW...

BEANY, WILL YOU STOP INTERRUPTING ME EVERY TIME I GET INTO AN IMPORTANT CONFERENCE WITH THE PROFESSOR HERE?

BUT, CECIL AN' I SAW...

HUSH, BOY! THE PROFESSOR'S BEEN BRIEFING ME ON THIS TRIP!

WHERE WERE WE, PROFESSOR X? NOW THEES EES ZEE ISLAND, OUI? AN' I HAVE ALREADY EXPLAIN ZAT ZEE SQUEET EES ZEE MOST PRICELESS ANEE-MAL IN ZEE WORLD, OUI?

gee, how come, professor?

You wouldn't understand, Beany! GO ON, PROF! ARE FOUND ONLY ON ZIS ISLAND, WHEECH EES SET ABIDE FOR THEIR PROTECTION BY ZEE HOWAYADON GOVERNMENT!

Bien! now... Squeets anyone... anyone can obtain zee services of a Squeet... EEEP...!

EEEP... he ees weeleens to brave zee dangers surroundeeng zee island!

read zis! "Hiya-hiá island is surrounded by the whistling waterspouts, known to lift ships 100 feet in the air!" GOLL-EE-EE!
LOOK WHAT ELSE IT SAYS! "SURROUNDING THE ISLAND ARE APPEARING AND DISAPPEARING ROCKS... KNOWN AS THE PERILOUS SHARKBAIT SHOALS!"

SOMETHING TELLS ME WE'D BETTER TURN AROUND, BOY!

AND THEES EES NOT ALL! "AND THE ISLAND CAN ONLY BE REACHED BY CLIMBING... THE UNCLIMBABLE CLIFFS OF HIYA-HIYA!"

GEE! AS IF WE DON'T HAVE ENOUGH TO WORRY ABOUT WITH D.J. ABOARD THIS SHIP!

D.J.! YOU MEAN... HE'S HERE?

I TRIED TO TELL YOU THAT, UNCLE CAPTAIN!

THAT CROOK IS UP TO MORE OF HIS DIRTY WORK! I'LL HAVE HIM THROWN IN THE BRIG!

THERE HE IS! COME BACK HERE, D.J.!

SOMETHING TELLS ME THE CAPTAIN ISN'T PLEASED ABOUT MY PRESENCE! HEH! HEH!

GOLL-EE! D.J.'S CLIMBIN' UP THE MAST!

LISTEN, BEEN-E! DO YOU HEAR WHAT I HEAR?

ZAT WRESTLING NOISE!

HEY! I'M GETTIN' DIZZY! HELP!

GOLL-EE! AND IT FEELS LIKE... EVERYTHING IS SPINNIN' AROUND!

LOOK OUT! IT'S ONE O' THEM BIG WATERSPOUTS!
Cecil! Help!

Hang on, Beany-boy! I'm comin', I'm comin'!

I gotta save my pal, Beany-boy! I'll cover up that there waterspout, that's what! I'll put a stopper on it!

Hurry, Cees! We're goin' higher an' higher!

There! Now watch that durn ole boat come down!

Cees! Watch your head!

Bonk!

Owww!

Splash!

You did it, Cees! You're a hero! Goll-ee!

Oh, 'tweren't nothin' any red-blooded sea serpent wouldna did!

Come t' think of it, though... it's a good thing that boat hit me in the head! Mighta got hurt otherwise!
Shortly afterward... Gosh, Uncle Captain! The professor an' I just saw the island! Collie aren't ya glad?

It's gettin' too rough for me, boy! First P.J. gets away, then that waterspout spins us around!

Not that I'm scared, y'understand, but tell me, Prof... is this trip necessary?

You forget, mon captain! Eet ees our patrioteec duty to bring back a squeet!

All this squeet-talk! What the heck! What's them squeets got that I ain't got?

Gee, I dunno, cees, but... hey! Now what?

Crack! Cr-r-runch! Ur-r-r-rrk!

Hey!

Beany! It's m'litt'l pal, Beany! The shock bounced him overboard!

Ceess! Here I am! (Gulp!) Yoo-hoo!

I'm comin', Beany! I'll tow ya ashore!

Whew! That was close! But what about uncle captain an' the others?

Oh-hh, they got rowboats, ain't they?

I don't perivde my special speedy sea serpent rescuin' an' towin' service fer jest anybody, y'know!

Gee, cees, you're wonderful! But how are we gonna get up those steep unclimbable cliffs?
YEAH! HOW ARE WE GONNA GET UP THIS HERE UNCLimbABLE CLIFF? YA GOT ME, BOY!

HEY LOOK, CEES! A ROPE!

I’LL SWIM UP TO THE ROPE AN’ YOU GRAB IT BEANY, BOY!

BUT WHAT ABOUT YOU, CEES? I CAN’T LEAVE YOU! YOU’RE MY BEST PAL! GEE-EE!

OH-H-H, I’LL GET ALONG... SOMEHOW! GO ON! GRAB THAT ROPE!

OKAY, CEES! BUT I DON’T KNOW IF I CAN PULL MYSELF UP TO THE TOP!

AND Besides, THERE MIGHT BE SOMETHING DANGEROUSER THAN SHARKS UP THERE!

Hey! Looks like that rope’s movin’!

IT IS MOVIN’! I’M BEN’ PULLED UP! GOLL-EE, THIS IS GETTIN’ MYSTEROUSER AN’ MYSTEROUSER!

Hang on, Boy!

GOSH! I WONDER WHO’S DON’ THE PULLING?

GEE! I CAN’T HANG ON MUCH LONGER! BUT I’M ALMOST AT THE TOP... AN’...

GEE! GOLL-EE! GOLL-EE, EE-EE!
Hi, little animal! Y-you don't look very dangerous! Wonder what your name is?

I have earned, regrettably, the unbecoming sobriquet of... er... 'Squeet?' You're a Squeet! And jeepers! You talk!

A logical means of communication, don't you think? Now then, shall we converse in Arabic, Sanskrit, ancient Greek, or pig Latin?

You mean... Squeets can talk in any language? How 'nate! He must be one of the lower species of mankind! I'll have to be patient with him!

Gee! You must be awful smart!

Ahem... The Squeet I.Q. has been estimated at between 75 and 78.2! A Squeet, my dear boy, knows all the answers!

No foolin'!

You're so smart, I betcha. You could figure out a way to get my pal, Cecil the Seasick Sea Serpent, up the unclimbable cliffs!

Elementary! Wait right here!

Gee! How come you hop backwards, Mister Squeet?

An old Squeet custom! We want to be sure we're not missing anything!

Squeet! Squeet!

Gosh! So that's what a Squeet is! No wonder the government wants one!
Moments later...

Golly! He's back already! I guess the problem was too much for him!

Sorry it took me so long! I had to stop and oil my shoes!

Squeet! Squeet!

You see? I invented a sea serpent elevator!

Wow! Gee, thanks a lot, Mister Squeet! Hey, Cecil! Yoo-hoo, cees!

And in no time at all...

Gosh! Here he comes! Hooray!

Purdy slick, huh, Beany-Boy?

O-h-h! Up we go, into the wide blue yonder... tum-te-tum! Ta-ta-ta-ta-a-a!

Sa-a-ay! I liked that, Beany-Boy! Think I'll go up an' down a couple more times!

We haven't got time for play, cees! We're here on an important mission. Remember!

Yeah... yeah! Guess we are, Beany-Boy! Say... who's your dopey-lookin' pal? Huh? Huh?

Squeet, huh? Ya mean we come all the way out to this des-o-late island to ketch one of these silly-faced critters?

Shh! This is a genius-like Squeet, Cecil!

Hmph! A particularly repulsive member of the genus Sebus serpentinus!
HE Y, CECIL, DON'T BE SO IMPOLITE! Y KNOW WE'RE HERE TO ASK A FAVOR OF THIS NICE LITTLE SQUEE!

YEAH... YEAH, GUESS I FORGOT MYSELF?

A FAVOR? AHA!
YOU WANT ME TO EXPLAIN EINSTEIN'S LATEST THEORY?

SOME MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM YOU WANT COMPUTED? SOME ATOMS YOU WANT SPLIT?

NO, NO, NOTHING LIKE THAT!

WE WANT YOU TO GO BACK HOME WITH US ON ACCOUNT OF THE GOVERNMENT NEEDS YOUR ADVICE ON A LOT OF STUFF!

UNDERSTANDABLE! UNDERSTANDABLE!

WILL YOU COME, MISTER SQUEE? PLEASE?

OH, INDUBITABLY! I'LL HAVE TO PACK A FEW THINGS FIRST! OF COURSE! ENCYCLOPEDIAS! MY SLIDE RULE... THAT SORT OF THING!

GEE!

I'LL GO AND PACK! MAKE YOURSELVES RIGHT AT HOME!

GOLL-EE! HE'S GONNA DO IT!

HEY, WHILE WE'RE WAITIN', WHAT'YA SAY WE EXPLORE THIS LIE ISLAND, HUM? WHAT'YA SAY?

GEE, SURE. CEEE! C'MON, FOLLOW ME!
Now that the quest is all taken care of, we might as well look around a little!

Yeah... Adventure! That's what us red-blooded sea serpents like... Adventure!

Hey, Cees...

Yeah? What's up, Beany-Boy? Why ya stoppin' here?

Don't look now, but there's somethin' funny about those bushes over there...

Ya mean funny peculiar or funny ha-ha?

I mean funny pec-u-liar, Cees! Look!

Yeah, you're right! Them bushes is movin'!

Goll-ee! Maybe it's some ferocious animal!

Well, don't worry, Boy. I'll protect ya! They don't come no ferociouser than me!

Cees! It's movin' closer! Stand back, Beany-Boy!

I'm gonna e-eliminate that there menace!

Goll-ee!

Halp!

I gotcha!

Careful, Cees...

Pow!

Ugh!
I DID IT, BEANY! I GOT 'IM!

I'M SCARED TO LOOK!

NUTHIN' TO BE SCARED OF! HA! HA! I'M SITTIN' ON TOP OF WHATEVER IT IS!

HEY!

GLUB!

UGH!

CEES... I GOT NEWS FOR YA! THAT'S NO FEROIOUS ANIMAL YOU'RE SITTIN' ON!

AIN'T, HUH?

ULP!

IT'S UNCLE CAPTAIN AND THE PROFESSOR! GOLL-EE!

WELL, SMALL WORLD, AIN'T IT?

OOF!

WHAM! LET ME UP. YOU FATHEADED SEA SNAKE, YOU!

SORRY, FELLA! JEST... ONE O' THEM THINGS, Y'KNOW!

BUT GEE, UNCLE CAPTAIN, HOW'D YOU GET ON THE ISLAND?

ROWED, NATURALLY! FOUND A HANDY ELEVATOR, TOO!

AND NOW, VOILA! WE WEEF FIND ZEE SQUEET!

YOU'RE TOO LATE, PROFESSOR X!

LET'S SEE... TOOTH BRUSH, CHRONOMETER, EXTRA HANKIES...

I ALREADY TALKED THAT LITTLE GUY INTO COMIN' WITH US!
A SQUEET! BOTT THEES EES WON- 
DAIR-FOOL!

THAT'S A SQUEET, HUH? HOW DO WE 
KNOW HE'S NOT 
A PHONY?

HOW DO WE KNOW HE'S A GENUINE, 
BONAFIDE, REGISTERED AND AUTHENTICATED 
SQUEET?

SIR! YOU QUESTION 
MY INTEGRITY? YOU 
DOUBT MY 
MENTAL POWERS?

WAIT! I WEL ASK THEES LEETLE 
SQUEET SOME QUESTIONS! AH...

WHAT EES ZEE 
ATOMIC WEIGHT 
OF, AH.. URANIUM?

THE ATOMIC WEIGHT OF URANIUM, AS ANY SQUEET-
LING KNOWS, IS 238. HOWEVER ONE MUST ALSO 
CONSIDER THE ISOTOPE OF WEIGHT 235 COM-
PRISING LESS THAN ONE PERCENT OF 
TERRESTRIAL 
URANIUM....

WELL, YES! YES, YOU'RE 
ABSOLUTELY 
RIGHT!

AMAZEENG! LET ME THEENK!

HA-HAA! TELL ME! WHAT 
EE'S A MAGNETRON?

A DIODE OR THERMIONIC TUBE HAVING 
AN AXIAL CATHODE SURROUNDED BY 
A CYLINDRICAL ANODE! ANY 
BABY SQUEET 
COULD MAKE 
ONE!

VERY TRUE! VERY 
TRUE! NOW I GOT 
ONE THAT'LL 
STICK HIM! WHAT 
IS A SHOO-FLY 
PIE?

HMM, SIFT 1/8 TEASPOON OF 
NUTMEG, 1/2 TEASPOON OF 
SODA AND 1 CUP OF...

GOSH, ISN'T 
HE SMART. 
UNCLE CAPTAIN?

EE-NOUGH! EE-NOUGH!

WE HAVE FOUND 
ZEE SQUEET!
And he's not stuck-up about it, either! I guess this little squirt must be the nicest animal in the world!

(Gulp!) In the... whole world, Beany-boy?

Gee, sure! He's awful nice!

He knows everything, Uncle Captain! And he's really friendly! Gosh!

So that's the way it is, huh? Guess... Beany's got a new best pal now!

Nicest animal in the whole world, eh?

You've outlived your usefulness, Cecil, ole boy! You ain't wanted no more! (Sniff!)

(Choke!) Guess there's just one thing I do! I'll get out of Beany's life for ever! I'll take a runout pill, that's what I'll do!

Whee-ee-ee!

Shucks! He didn't even keeefect-me! He use ta say (Sniff!) "Take a runout powder, cees!"

(Sniff!) I'll go far away... an' I'll never come back! (Sniff!)
Meanwhile...

Thought they could outsmart old D.J. Did they? Heh! Heh! Heh!

Hm! I'll go up this elevator! Then to get that squee into my clutches! Heh! Heh!

Sea Serpent Elevator
Gentlemen will please remove hats in elevator.

Of course, no self-respecting squee would have anything to do with me... but in this professor's disguise, he'll never suspect my ulterior motives!

With a squee in my power, I'll soon monopolize the stock exchange! I'll own everything! Heh! Heh!

 Shortly afterwards...

Gee, I wonder where Cecil went?

Never mind that stupid sea serpent, boy... I'm just hoping our squee comes back!

And now... to see that beauty and his pals don't foil my nasty little plot!

He just went to get more squee oil for his shoes, Uncle Captain! He'll be right back!

Help!

What was that? I dunno, but it sounds like somebody's in trouble!

Help!
WE MUS' GO TO ZEE RESCUE!

NOW WAIT A MINUTE! LET'S NOT BE HASTY, PROFESSOR!

WE GOTTA HELP IF SOMEBODY'S IN TROUBLE, DON'T WE? C'MON! THAT VOICE CAME FROM OVER THERE!

HELP!

OUT IN A NEARBY TREE...

THAT ABANDONED DINOSAUR PIT DOWN THERE IS WHAT I NEEDED! GOOD THING I STUDIED VENTRiloQUISM IN REFORM SCHOOL, TOO...

Huh! Huh! I THROW MY VOICE INTO THE PIT AND SOON MY TROUBLES ARE OVER!

HURRY, UNCLE CAPTAIN! DON'T RUSH ME, BOY... DON'T RUSH ME!

YOO-HO-OO! WHERE ARE YOU? WHAT'S THE MATTER?

KEEP RUNNING... ABOUT THREE MORE STEPS FORWARD!

HERE I AM!

OKAY! DON'T WORRY! WE'RE COMIN'!

(PUFF! PUFF!) WHAT SEEMS TO BE...

YOW!

HEY! I'M FALLIN'!
CRASH! YOW-WW! CRACKLE!
BUMP!

GOLI-E! ARE YOU ALL RIGHT, UNCLE CAPTAIN? HOW 'BOUT YOU, PROFESSOR?

LOOKS LIKE WE'RE ALL OKAY, BUT WHAT ABOUT THAT VOICE? AND HOW DO WE GET OUTA HERE?

YOU DON'T! HEH! HEH! AT LEAST NOT UNTIL I HAVE SAILLED OFF WITH YOUR BOAT... AND YOUR PRECIOUS SQUEET!

GEES! IT'S DISHONEST JOHN AGAIN!

YOU GET US OUTA HERE, D.J.!! YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH THIS. Y' KNOW!

MAYBE NOT,... BUT I'LL HAVE FUN TRYING! TA-TA! HOPE YOU'LL BE COMFY, CAPTAIN! HEH! HEH!

GEES! WHAT DO WE DO NOW, UNCLE CAPTAIN? WE CAN'T LET D.J. STEAL OUR SQUEET?

NON, NON! WE MUST NOT GEEV OPP!

DOGSONE IT! SURE WISH THAT SQUEET WAS HERE TO HELP US OUT!

OR MY PAL... CEES! GOSH, WONDER WHY OLE CEES WALKED OUT ON US?

WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE? WE COULDN'T EXPECT ANY HELP FROM THAT STUPID, THICK-SKULLERED, LARD-BRAINED, NINCOMPOOP!

DUH... SOMEBODY TALKIN' ABOUT ME?
CEES! AW, CEEES, I KNEW YOU WOULDN'T LET US DOWN!

NEVER MIND THAT... FIGURE OUT HOW TO GET US UP!

NOW, LEMME SEE... THIS AIN'T GONNA BE EASY...

HEY... LOOK! WHY COUN'T WE JUST CLIMB UP CEEES'S NECK?

A TEEEEEEEFFLEEK IDEA!

YEAH, SURE... I'M GLAD I THOUGHT OF IT!

UP YOU GO, BEANY...! I'M NEXT....

HEEY, THIS AIN'T NO STEP-LADDER... THIS HERE IS MY NECK, Y'KNOW!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!

AND SOON...

VOILA! EET EES DONE!

GEE, CEEES, YOU SURE SAVED US THIS TIME!
GOSH, WONDER WHICH WAY D.J. WENT?

DON'T KNOW, BOY, BUT WE'VE GOT TO STOP HIM!

THE SQueet promised to meet us next to the elevator! Let's go there, Uncle Captain!

THAT'S WHERE WE'LL FIND HIM! LET'S GO!

shortly...

THERE HE IS, UNCLE CAPTAIN! TALKING TO OUR SQueet! LISTEN!

OF COURSE, YOU UNDERSTAND I REPRESENT THE... Ah., UNIVERSITY OF UPPER WEEHauKEN.

INTERESTING...

as... er... head professor of all the departments, i'm... ah... naturally in a position to make you a very interesting offer...

really! indeed!

no SQueet is so smart that he can't be outwitted by me. the world's meanest crum! heh! heh!

kindly elucidate!

stick to me and you'll have diamonds, fella! power cruisers! limousines! now, let's get over to that boat!

Don't believe him, mister SQueet! He's no professor... he's dishonest John!
EGAD! YOU! BEANY'S RIGHT, SQUEET! THIS BIRD'S REPUTATION IS ABOUT AS GOOD AS A THREE-DOLLAR BILL!

AN ELEMENTARY CONCLUSION! I KNEW HE HAD ULTERIOR MOTIVES!

GEE, HOW'D YOU KNOW THAT?

SUPERIOR LOGIC, LITTLE ONE! I KNEW HE WAS A VILLAIN BECAUSE OF HIS COAT AND Moustache!

BUT I'M NOT FOILED YET! IF BRAINS WON'T WORK...

AMUSING CHARACTER, ISN'T HE?

I'LL USE BRAWN!

STOP HIM, SOMEBODY!

HEAVENS!

GOLL-EE! D.J.'S RUNNING AWAY WITH THE SQUEET!

HOLD IT, D.J.! YOU AIN'T GON' ANYWHERE!

GOSH! YOU DID IT, CEEES! YOU STOPPED D.J.!

RUFFIAN!
Goll-ee! Now all we have to do is get back on our ship and head home!

Don't forget our ship is still stranded on sharkbait shoals!

Gee! That's right!

Looks like we're stuck on this island, boy!

I have eet? Zee squet weel solve zee problem!

Hey! How 'bout that? You're so smart! Should be easy for you!

Your problem, being impossible to solve, will take me several minutes!

How to get that rock from under the ship? Hmm! I'll have to use my head!

Use my head! That's it!

I ain't no smart squety! I'm jest a common, everyday garden-variety sea serpent, that's all! But I'll use my head!

Cees! Where're you goin'?

Gosh! He dived right into the ocean! Goll-ee!

SPLAAASH!
LOOK! CECIL'S SWIMMING TOWARD THE SHIP!

LOOKIT HIM GO!

GOLLEE, HE'S HEADING RIGHT FOR THAT ROCK!

I CAN'T LOOK!

HERE GOES NUTHIN'

WHOP!

CRUNCH!

CECIL!

OH, GOSH!

WHAT HAPPENED, BOY? WHAT...

CECIL KNOCKED THE ROCK RIGHT FROM UNDER OUR SHIP!

VOILA! EET EES FLOATEEING EEN ZEE WATAIR AGAIN!

YOO-OO-HOO-OO! LOWER THE JIB! HOIST THE Stern! AVAST THE POOP DECK! LET'S GO!

ATTABOY, CEES!

WAIT! WHAT ABOUT ME?
CAN'T TELL, P.J....WE MIGHT BE BACK FOR YOU SOMEDAY!

NO! NO! DON'T LEAVE ME HERE!

NOBODY ON THIS ISLAND BUT SUPER-INTELLIGENT SQUEETS! I WON'T BE ABLE TO PULL ANY FAST ONES! NO! OH, NO! OH, NO!

AND BEFORE LONG. . . GOLLEE, WON'T THE SENATORS AND CONGRESSMEN AND STUFF LIKE THAT BE HAPPY?

Yep! Now they can turn all their problems over to bona-fide Squeets!

GEE! I WONDER WHAT IMPORTANT PROBLEM OUR SQUEET IS WORKING ON NOW?

U.S.A. STRAIGHT AHEAD

HMM! TRAVELING AT 80 KNOTS PER HOUR...COLLIDING WITH A ROCK SURFACE... ER...X EQUALS THE RESISTANCE OF THE ROCK...

Y EQUALS THE HARDNESS OF Cecil's HEAD... NO! I CAN'T FIGURE IT OUT! IT CAN'T BE DONE!

WHAT Cecil DID IS IMPOSSIBLE!

Hear that, Cees? You baffled a Squeet! You're impossible!

HAI! HAI! JUST GOES TO SHOW YA, BEANY-BOY! IT AIN'T ALWAYS WHAT YOU GOT INSIDE YOUR HEAD THAT COUNTS!
GOLL-EE! LOOKIT THIS KITCHEN! WONG NEVER LEFT IT LOOKIN' LIKE THIS BEFORE!

YOU'RE RIGHT, BEANY! OLE CHUM! AND WE NEVER WENT THREE DAYS WITHOUT EATIN' A SQUARE MEAL BEFORE!

GEE! WHAT HAPPENED TO WONG?
HE'S DECIDED TO BE A GREAT SCIENTIST, LIKE PROFESSOR X!

CAN'T WE TALK HIM OUTA THAT SILLY IDEA, CLOWNY? I'M GETIN' TIRED OF EATIN' CRACKERS!

NOPE! THE PROFESSOR'S GOT A BIG DEAL COOKIN'!

Y'EE, THE PROFESSOR'S GETTING HIS LATEST INVENTIONS READY TO COMPETE FOR THE ANNUAL INVENTORS', SCIENTISTS', BIRD WATCHERS' AND CANASTA PLAYERS' SOCIETY AWARD!

GOLL-EE, PROFESSOR X WINS THAT AWARD EVERY YEAR!

YEAH, AND WONG'S MADE UP HIS MIND HE'S GONNA HELP HIM THIS TIME!

GEE, IF WE DON'T GET WONG BACK INTO THE KITCHEN, WE'LL STARVE TO DEATH!

YOU CAN SAY THAT AGAIN, BOY! AND THE PROF IS READY TO FLIP HIS LID!

SEEN WHAT I MEAN?

OH, HAPPY ME! WONG MAKE HONORABLE INVENTION!
Goll-ee, what's that used for, Wong?

So solly! Me not know! But is velly velly fine invention! Ha-so!

Thees wong! He ees drive me cra-zee!

Gosh, we'll see what we can do about wong, Professor! You've gotta concentrate on your inventions!

Ah, bean-ee! My eevent-ions! Thees year zey are zee greatest of all time!

You mean you're gonna win the scientists' and inventors' big award again, professor x?

Hah! I cannot mees! But wait! I weel show you why I am zee world's greatest eeventor and scienteest!

Ah-ah! Zis is my reevolveeng bowl for tired goldfeesh!

Goll-ee!

I pull zee lever! Voila! Does zee goldfeesh sweem? Non! Non! Zee bowl she speens!

Terrific!

An' here you see my silent alarm clock, for people who do not have to get up in zee mornenigs!

An' here my great horticultural sensation, onions! Bott, when you slice zem, do you cry? Hah! No indeed, you laugh!
GOLL-EE! YOU INVENTED SOME MEDICINES, TOO! HA! WHILE OTHER SCIENTISTS WASTE TIME ON DISEASES FOR WHICH THERE IS NO CURE, I HAVE INVENTED A CURE FOR WHEECH THERE IS NO DISEASE!

GEE, I'LL BET YOU WIN THE AWARD. ALL RIGHT, ALL RIGHT!

BOTT OF COURSE, BEAN-EE! NOW I MUST GO AND WELCOME ZEE GREAT SCIENTIST WHO WEEL JUDGE MY GREAT CONTEST BONUS!

HA-EE! WONG STAY IN LABLALOTY UNTIL HONORABLE PROFESSOR COME BACK. CHOP-CHOP!

ZEN YOU GO BACK TO ZEE KEETCHEN! DEESHEES IN ZEE SEENK! LEFTOVER NOODLES ON ZEE TABLE? BAH!

ANYWAY, THE PROFESSOR CAN'T INVENT VERY GOOD WHEN HE'S HUNGRY! GOLL-EE!

OH, HAPPY MOMENTS! WONG IS BOSSMAN IN LABLALOTY!

WELL, WE BETTER NOT TOUCH ANYTHING UNTIL PROFESSOR X COMES BACK! GEE, HE WENT TO GET THE JUDGE OF THE CONTEST!

WONG VELLY FINE INVENTOR, TOO! HA-EE!

LOOK, WONG, OL' KID! MAYBE YOU BETTER NOT FOOL WITH THAT GADGET!

SWOOSH!

SURE, YOU'RE LIABLE TO... HEY!

LOOK OUT!

MINIATURE ROCKET FOR VISITING SMALL PLANETS
Stop that rocket! Goll-ee, it'll wreck everything in the room!

CRASH!
Swoosh!

Call Cecil! He's tall enough to reach up and grab it! Cecil! Yoo-hoo! Ce-eece!

SWISH!

I'm comin', Beany-boy! I'll get that there rocket!

Atta boy, Cees!

Hey! Look out for the light bulb!

Snap!

Wong velly clever fellow! Me light honorable candle!

Hey Wong! Don't light that! It's dyna...

Hey, what do we do now?

Jiggers, fellas! Here comes Professor X an' some important-looking geezer!

My labrador-ee! My eenvent-ions! Where ees zat mons-ter, Wong?
WE'D BETTER FOLLOW 'EM! PROFESSOR X IS MAD ENOUGH TO DO SOMETHIN' DESPRIT!

YES, INDEED! INDEED, YES!

WONG VELLY SOLLY! OH, UNHAPPY ME!

WAIT! THIS IS SENSATIONAL!

GOLLEE! WHAT'S SO SENSATIONAL ABOUT A MOLDY PAN OF OLD NOODLES?

FOR TEN YEARS SCIENTISTS HAVE TRIED TO DEVELOP THIS MOLD, AND YOU, PROFESSOR X, HAVE SUCCEEDED!

THIS MOLD IS FIVE TIMES AS POWERFUL AS PENNY-CILLIN! WE'LL CALL IT NICKEL-CILLIN!

GOLL-EE!


NEVER FEAR, PROFESSOR X, YOU WILL WIN THE SCIENTISTS' AND INVENTORS' AWARD WITH FLYING COLORS!

PROFESSOR X GETS THE CREDIT FOR WONG'S INVENTION! THAT MAKES THEM EVEN!

AND, GOL-EE, WONG'S COCKIN' AGAIN! WE'LL EAT!

SO SOLLY! WONG NOT COOK! WONG HIDE FOOD IN HONORABLE OVEN ANY MAKE HONORABLE TWO-BIT-CILLIN'!
Oh, goll-ee! Look who's here! It's Dishonest John, the world's meanest crumb!

Heh! Heh! Heh!

And over here is Professor X, the world's most scientifical scientist!

We'll introduce ourselves, Beany! I'm Clowny, and this is Wong!

Ha-so! Let's dance, ole chumly! Ha-so!
A LITTLE KITTY IS CAUGHT UP IN A TREE! WILL YOU GET HIM DOWN, PLEASE?
SURE WILL, BEANY-BOY!

IT'LL BE EASY FOR ME!

HOP RIGHT ON MY LITTLE OL' NOGGIN, KITTY CAT! I'LL HAVE YOU DOWN FROM THERE IN A JIFFY!
THANKS, CEEES!

PET-IT-IT-IT!

WHAP!

AW, POOR LITTLE KITTY! I HOPE CEEES DIDN'T HURT YOU!

LOOK OUT! BE CAREFUL!